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Abstract: Tubular oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) that can be directly integrated in high temperature processes have a large potential to reduce CO₂ emissions. However, the challenging processing of these multilayered tubes, combined with strict material stability requirements, has so far hindered such a direct integration. We have investigated if a porous support based on (Y₂O₃)₀.₀₃(ZrO₂)₀.₉₇ (3YSZ) with a dense composite oxygen membrane consisting of (Y₂O₃)₀.₀₁(Sc₂O₃)₀.₁₀(ZrO₂)₀.₈₉ (10Sc1YSZ) as an ionic conductor and LaCr₀.₈₅Cu₀.₁₀Ni₀.₀₅O₃₋δ (LCCN) as an electronic conductor could be fabricated as a tubular component, since these materials would provide outstanding chemical and mechanical stability. Tubular components were made by extrusion, dip coating, and co-sintering, and their chemical and mechanical integrity was evaluated. Sufficient gas permeability (≥10⁻¹⁴ m²) and mechanical strength (≥50 MPa) were achieved with extruded 3YSZ porous support tubes. The high co-sintering temperature required to densify the 10ScYSZ/LCCN membrane on the porous support, however, causes challenges related to the evaporation of chromium from the membrane. This chemical degradation caused loss of the LCCN electronic conducting phase and the formation of secondary lanthanum zirconate compounds and fractures. LCCN is therefore not suitable as the electronic conductor in a tubular OTM, unless means to lower the sintering temperature and reduce the chromium evaporation are found that are applicable to the large-scale fabrication of tubular components.
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1. Introduction

Oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) have the potential to reduce CO₂ emissions from high temperature processes such as combustion and gasification [1,2]. Oxy-blown (oxygen rather than air) gasification or combustion would both reduce energy consumption through less inactive gas volume (N₂) that has to be heated, and provide a N₂ and NOₓ-free flue gas from which CO₂ could be easily captured [1]. For biomass gasification, the higher oxygen content in an oxy-blown gasification will also significantly lower the tar content in the producer gas [3], which will increase its commercial value.
and enable its use in gas turbines. OTMs are dense ceramic membranes that only allow the transport of oxygen via oxide ion transportation [4]. If thermally and chemically integrated in, e.g., gasification plants such that the thermal energy for diffusion and driving force in the form of a pO₂ gradient are supplied, OTMs will be a cost-efficient alternative to bottled oxygen produced by cryogenic distillation or pressure-swing adsorption [5].

However, such direct chemical and thermal integration of OTMs in real operating conditions has not yet been realized, due to manufacturing challenges and tough requirements on materials and components during operation. Single phase, mixed electronic, and ionic conductors such as Ba₀.₅Sr₀.₅Co₀.₈Fe₀.₂O₃₋δ (BSCF) as the membrane material can provide high oxygen flux [6], but these materials are often chemically and thermally unstable [7,8]. Changing from a mixed conductor to a composite membrane with two separate, percolating phases of electron and oxygen ion conducting material gives more flexibility to choose the most stable material combination for a given operation condition. Fluorite-structured oxides based on ceria or zirconia are well known ionic conductors [9,10]. Doping ZrO₂ with Y and/or Sc increases its ionic conductivity in (Y₂O₃)₀.₀₁(Sc₂O₃)₀.₁₀(ZrO₂)₀.₈₉ (10Sc1YSZ) up to 0.12 S cm⁻¹ at 850 °C, while stability in CO₂, SO₂, and reducing conditions is retained [11]. Lanthanum-based perovskite-structured oxides with, e.g., Cr, Fe, and Sr are common choices for the electronic conductor. LaCrO₃ is difficult to sinter due to the high volatility of Cr, but it possesses excellent stability over a wide pO₂ range (0.21−10⁻²² atm) and can, upon acceptor doping, reach high electronic conductivity [12]. The composition LaCr₀.₈₅Cu₀.₁₅Ni₀.₀₅O₃₋δ (LCCN) was recently shown to reach 11.4 S cm⁻¹ at 800 °C and have excellent stability in a wide pO₂ range [13]. A composite membrane of 30 vol % LCCN and 70 vol % 10Sc1YSZ reached an oxygen flux of 1.02 mL cm⁻² min⁻¹ at 950 °C in N₂/air in the shape of a planar thick film [13].

Thin OTMs (~10–30 µm) are advantageous compared to bulk OTMs (~150–1000 µm) [6,14,15]. Reducing the thickness of the membrane and hence the diffusion length of oxygen ions increases the oxygen flux, until a critical thickness is reached, where reduction and oxidation of oxygen at the membrane surfaces take over as the rate-limiting steps. Porous activation layers that increase the surface area and/or infiltrated catalysts facilitating these surface exchange reactions are therefore often added on either side of the thin membrane. When reducing the thickness, it is also critical that the membrane is dense and gas tight (has no percolating porosity), such that the membrane remains 100% selective to oxygen ionic transport dominated by diffusion.

Since these thin membranes cannot be free-standing, asymmetric oxygen membranes are made, with the membrane and activation layers deposited on a thicker porous support [16]. Supports that are a porous version of the membrane material [17] exclude chemical or thermal expansion mismatches. However, since the support needs to be highly porous for sufficient gas permeability and at the same time strong enough for integration and continued operation in, e.g., a biomass gasifier, inherently stronger ceramics are advantageous. Target values are gas permeability of ≥10⁻¹⁴ m² and a strength of ≥50 MPa, based on considerations from references [17,18], respectively. ZrO₂ with 3 mol % Y₂O₃ (3YSZ) has superior strength and toughness compared to practically all other oxide ceramics while being chemically stable, and it is therefore a commonly used porous support in solid oxide fuel cells and OTM [13,19].

Tubular membranes have advantages compared to planar, such as easier sealing and higher tolerance for thermal gradients [15]. Pilot-scale stand-alone units for oxygen production using tubular BSCF under compressed air/vacuum have already been made [16,20,21], and there are a few reports on the lab-scale fabrication and testing of other tubular OTM systems [22–24]; as it stands, tubular membranes with thermochemical stability allowing direct integration have not yet been made. Techniques to make flat and defect-free planar OTMs, such as stress relief through bending (camber), top loads for controlling this camber, two-step sintering, and enclosed crucibles or sacrificial powder beds [13,25], are not easily transferrable to large-scale processing of tubular systems.

In this work, we investigate if the combination of 3YSZ as porous support and LCCN/10Sc1YSZ as composite membrane is feasible for tubular OTM made by large-scale fabrication techniques.
This membrane composition has demonstrated decent oxygen fluxes in a planar configuration [13], and the support composition has been proven suitable for high gas-permeability [26,27], but it has not yet been established whether sufficient mechanical and chemical integrity can be obtained after the more challenging co-sintering of a tubular system. Indeed, our work shows that while we can make strong and permeable 3YSZ support tubes, the high temperature required for co-sintering of LCCN/10Sc1YSZ on 3YSZ followed by evaporation of chromium makes LCCN unsuitable for large-scale fabrication of tubular OTMs.

2. Materials and Methods

Tubular supports were made by thermoplastic extrusion [28] of feedstocks containing 3YSZ powders, pore formers, and thermoplastic binders. The pore formers consist of a 2:1 volumetric ratio of graphite (SG Formulat BT SLA1518, Superior Graphite, Chicago, IL, USA) to polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (MR-10G, Esrix, Sarasota, FL, USA) and the thermoplastic binders a 2:1 volumetric ratio of ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer (Elvax© 250, DuPont, Wilmington, DE, USA) and paraffin wax (melting point 53–57 °C, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Two different feedstock compositions were extruded in this work, feedstocks that, in the shape of small discs, provide the desired permeability (≥10⁻¹⁴ m²) over a wide sintering temperature range [26]. The first was with 40 vol % pore formers, 25 vol % 3YSZ (TZ-3YS-E, Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) coated with 2.48 wt % stearic acid (Sigma Aldrich, USA), and 35 vol % thermoplastic binders, such that the pore formers constitute 61.5 vol % of the solid content (3YSZ powder and pore formers). The second feedstock composition was with 45 vol % pore formers, 25 vol % 3YSZ powder (TZ-3Y-E, Tosoh, Japan) coated with 5.36 wt % stearic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and 30 vol % thermoplastic, in which the pore formers constitute 64.3 vol % of the solid content. The feedstocks were mixed and kneaded at 100 °C (Type BK20, Hermann Linden Maschinenfabrik GmbH & CO, Marienheide, Germany), and then extruded (Model 19/20DN, Brabender, Duisburg, Germany) at 100–110 °C as 1 m long tubes of 14 mm diameter and 1 mm wall thickness. Binder-burnout and sintering in air was performed with the following program: 15 °C/h to 200 °C (2 h hold), 15 °C/h to 360 °C (2 h hold), 15 °C/h to 600 °C (4 h hold), 30 °C/h to the sintering temperature (1225–1400 °C) (2 h hold), and, finally, cooling at 120 °C/h. More details on the thermoplastic feedstocks can be found in reference [26]. Microstructure, porosity, Darcy gas permeability coefficient, and flexural strength of the sintered porous 3YSZ tubes were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (TM3000, Hitachi, Japan), Hg porosimetry (Poremaster© GT, Quantachrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA), and gas flow under total pressure gradient (in-house-constructed setup; for more details, see reference [26]).

Flexural strength of porous 3YSZ tubes was tested using four-point bending of semi-cylindrical samples. The test methodology is fully described in reference [29]. The main advantage of this methodology is that, upon flexure, maximum tensile stress is created in the middle region of the outer tube surface far away from any cut surfaces. The measured strength data will therefore not be affected by flaws introduced during machining. Time-consuming polishing of samples is thus not needed. Semi-cylindrical specimens also provide flat surfaces for contact with the loading pins. Semi-cylindrical porous 3YSZ samples were prepared by wet and dry cutting using diamond cutting tools. Four-point bending tests were conducted using specially designed equipment for continuous testing of multiple specimens under controlled environments [29]. Porous 3YSZ were bent until fractured at room temperature. At least six specimens were fractured for each type of porous 3YSZ; 32 specimens for the composition with 61.5 vol % pore former sintered at 1300 °C. Peak stress was determined from the recorded peak load via finite element analyses using the commercial software Abaqus. The measured fracture stresses of sample 61.5 vol % pore former sintered at 1300 °C were analyzed using the Weibull theory [30] to calculate the Weibull strength of porous YSZ.

Dip coating of membrane layers and activation layers onto the porous support and co-sintering was used to fabricate multilayered, asymmetric tubular OTMs. The general procedure was to first dip coat an inner porous layer directly on the as-extruded tubes, calcine; dip coat one layer of the
composite membrane, pre-sinter; and dip coat a second layer of the membrane and one outer porous activation layer, followed by the final sintering. All dip coating was performed at 2 mm/s without any hold. The calcination program was similar to the debinding temperature profile described above, just with a lower final holding temperature of 1100 °C (instead of 1250–1400 °C). Pre-sintering was done a heating rate of 60 °C/h, 1 h dwell at 600 °C, 2 h dwell at 1150 °C, and cooling at 120 °C/h. The sintering program was identical to the pre-sintering program, except its final dwell temperature varied from 1250 to 1450 °C and its dwell time from 2–6 h. Tubes for co-sintering were kept below 40 cm in (green state) length, due to in-house limitations in high-temperature furnaces with a long enough sintering zone without thermal gradients.

Slurries for dip coating were made according to Table 1, based on previously developed OTMs [31]. A version of the activation layer slurry for increasing the porosity was made by increasing the pore former content to 10.6 wt % and decreasing the backbone content to 21.1 wt %, and a version with LCCN, also in the porous layer, to suppress evaporation of Cr, was made by further replacing 40 vol % of the 10Sc1YSZ with LCCN. All slurries were prepared by ball milling for 24 h (activation layer slurries)—72 h (membrane layer slurries). Pore formers were added to the slurry after 24 h, and milled with the slurry for 30 min. After milling, the slurries were stored while rolling and used for 3 months. The membrane layer-slurry was re-dispersed by ultrasound immediately before dip coating.

Table 1. Components of the slurries for dip coating the functional layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>wt %</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>wt %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solvent</td>
<td>Ethanol (reactant grade, Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>Solvent</td>
<td>Ethanol (reactant grade, Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersant</td>
<td>Polivinyl pyrolidone (PVP K30, Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Dispersant</td>
<td>Polivinyl pyrolidone (PVP K15, Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder</td>
<td>Polyvinyl butyral (B30 HH Mowital, Kuraray, USA)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Binder</td>
<td>Polivinyl pyrolidone (PVP K30, Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backbone</td>
<td>10Sc1YSZ (Daiichi, Japan) calcined at 900 °C</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>Ionic conductor</td>
<td>10Sc1YSZ (Daiichi, Japan) calcined at 900 °C</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticizer</td>
<td>Dibutyl sebacate (Sigma Aldrich)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Electronic conductor</td>
<td>LCCN (Cerpotech, Norway)</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore former</td>
<td>Graphite (UF-1, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Sintering aid</td>
<td>NiO (product 12359, Alfa Aesar) planetary ball milled for 90 min</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The microstructure of the sintered tubes were characterized by SEM (TM3000, Hitachi, Chiyoda ku, Japan and SUPRA35, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (JEOL JSM6400). Linear shrinkage was measured by contact dilatometry (Netzsch 402, Selb, Germany). Porosity in the membrane layer was estimated by segmenting the SEM images with the software ThreshAlyzer. Leak tightness of the membrane layer was evaluated by pouring ethanol into the tube and visually inspecting if any leakage occurred through the membrane.

3. Results

3.1. Porous 3YSZ Support Tubes

Figure 1 shows strength vs. sintering temperature and porosity of the two thermoplastic feedstocks for the porous 3YSZ tubes. Both compositions show a porosity content that is in good agreement with the amount of pore former, and decreasing strength with increasing porosity, as expected. While the tubes made with 64.3 vol % pore formers are too fragile at low sintering temperatures, the ones with 61.5 vol % pore formers fulfil the desired strength of 50 MPa after sintering. The 61.5 vol % pore former composition was therefore chosen for further development of the asymmetric OTM in this work. Figure 1c shows the Weibull plot for room temperature strength of the specimens sintered at 1300 °C.
with 61.5 vol % pore former. The measured strengths of the specimens are shown with the assigned probabilities of failure \( (P_f) \) and a fit of a Weibull distribution. Results of the Weibull fit show that the specimens have a characteristic strength and Weibull modulus of 92.19 MPa and 12.20, respectively.

The microstructure of the porous 3YSZ tubes at various sintering temperatures is shown in Figure 2. The material contains large (5–10 µm) spherical and large irregular pores, which originate from PMMA and graphite, respectively. There are also some small (<1 µm) pores within the 3YSZ matrix structure. The shape of the large pores is unaffected by the sintering temperature, but the small pores in the 3YSZ matrix structure diminish with increasing temperature. The porosity and gas permeability of the 3YSZ tubes are listed in Table 2. The porosity decreases as expected, and the pore size increases with increasing sintering temperature, with values similar to the initial studies on small discs of the same compositions [26]. Especially, the size of the smallest pores, represented by \( d_{10} \), increase with the sintering temperature. At all studied sintering temperatures, the gas permeability fulfils the target of \( \geq 10^{-14} \text{ m}^2 \).

**Figure 1.** Flexural strength of tubular, porous 3YSZ supports plotted vs. (a) sintering temperature and (b) porosity. (c) Weibull plot of room temperature strength of specimens with 61.5 vol % pore former and sintered at 1300 °C.
Figure 2. Micrographs of the porous 3YSZ support tubes with 61.5 vol % pore formers after sintering for 2 h at different temperatures. (a,b) 1250 °C, (c) 1300 °C, and (d) 1400 °C.

Table 2. Properties of the porous 3YSZ support with 61.5 vol % pore formers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sintering temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Gas Permeability Coefficient (m²)</th>
<th>Porosity (vol %)</th>
<th>Pore Size, d₁₀ (µm)</th>
<th>Pore Size, d₅₀ (µm)</th>
<th>Pore Size, d₉₀ (µm)</th>
<th>Average Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1.80 × 10⁻¹⁴</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹⁴</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1.10 × 10⁻¹⁴</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Co-Sintering of Membrane and Activation Layers on the Porous Support Tubes

Dilatometry curves of 30 vol % LCCN, 70 vol % 10Sc1YSZ (membrane composition), and 3YSZ (porous support composition) are shown in Figure 3. Both materials were measured in the form of pellet (compressed powder) and with organics for shaping (thermoplastic feedstock for the support tube, and a tape [13] as a substitute for the membrane dip coating slurry). The LCCN/10Sc1YSZ pellets densifies at <1400 °C, in good agreement with previous reports that pellets of the 70/30 composite membrane can be sintered dense at 1400 °C for 6 h [13]. The LCCN/10Sc1YSZ also densifies faster at a lower temperature than the 3YSZ. However, it is known that the sintering behavior can change upon addition of organics (different green density), pore formers, and with a change from bulk to thick film [6]. The free sintering of the membrane layer is not possible, but similar sintering behaviour for the dip coated membrane layer as for the tape can be expected. Compared to the pellets, the tape and tube show a high initial shrinkage due to the presence of organic additives, a similar onset temperature
for sintering, and a reversed order of sintering activity; in this case, the densification of the 3YSZ tube is much higher than the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ tape.

Figure 3. Dilatometry of 3YSZ and 30/70 vol % LCCN/10Sc1YSZ as pellets and as the actual thermoplastic feedstock with 61.5 vol % pore formers for the support as a tube, and the 30/70 vol % LCCN/10Sc1YSZ as a casted tape rolled up to a cylinder.

Figure 4 shows photographs of the tubular OTM at different stages of the processing. Micrographs of cross sections of the OTM multilayers sintered at different temperatures and dwell times are shown in Figure 5. From top to bottom in each image is the outer activation layer (~5–15 µm), the composite membrane layer (~30–40 µm), the inner activation layer (~5–15 µm), and the porous support (only the first few µm visible). The bright phase in the membrane layer is expected to be LCCN, the darker 10Sc1YSZ. The black areas are pores. A membrane with sufficient density to be leak-tight (only a few small, leaky spots observed during leak testing) was obtained after sintering for 6 h at 1425 or 1450 °C. Sintering at 1425 °C for 6 h was therefore used as the standard procedure in further work. It is obvious that higher temperature is needed to densify the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ as a multilayer compared to previous reports on the bulk ceramic [13]. These findings are in accordance with dilatometry result (Figure 3). We can also see that some thin, longitudinal cracks are present in the membrane part of the as-sintered tubes after sintering at 1450 °C for 6 h (Figure 5d). In the other samples, such cracks can be observed to a lesser extent. These cracks are expected to be the origin of the leakage spots observed in the leakage test.
Figure 4. Photographs of (a) as-extruded support tubes, (b) tubes coated with inner activation layer and membrane layer after calcination and pre-sintering (the white parts on the ends are uncoated support), and (c) tubes after application of all layers (the white parts on the ends are uncoated support, the white part in the middle is the outer 10Sc1YSZ activation layer. The ruler shows length in millimeters).
Figure 5. SEM micrographs of the tubular OTM layers, from top to bottom outer activation layer, composite membrane, inner activation layer, and porous support, after sintering at (a) 1400 °C, 2 h (leaks); (b) 1425 °C, 2 h (leaks); (c) 1425 °C, 6 h (tight); and (d) 1450 °C, 6 h (tight, with some leaky spots).

However, the leak-tight and apparently defect-free membrane sintered at 1425 and 1450 °C for 6 h was, upon closer inspection, found to have significant defects. Re-inspecting sintered tubes after heating to 300 °C for infiltration of catalyst in the activation layers, regularly separated cracks were observed by naked eye. Such macroscopic cracks were also observed to a lesser extent after storage for several weeks in ambient conditions, without any post-sintering treatment. In the less dense and leaky membranes sintered at 1400 °C, cracks were only visible by SEM microscopy investigation after a few weeks of storage. In general, the cracks were more pronounced and more advanced (visible immediately after storage) in the denser membrane layers sintered at higher temperature for a longer time. The cracks can be seen in Figure 6a. In contrast to the smaller, longitudinal cracks observed by microscopy immediately after sintering, these cracks are transverse (radial) through all the functional layers (membrane, inner, and outer porous layers) and separated by regular intervals. Adding a 10 h hold at 1100 °C (in which the creep rate in YSZ is still high [25]) during cooling after sintering did not prevent subsequent transversal cracking.

The membranes presented so far have a thickness of 30–40 µm. To avoid cracking, experiments to reduce the membrane thickness and number of layers were carried out. It was expected that thinner layers hold less energy and have a higher tolerance for strain mismatches [32]. Figure 6 shows how the kind of fracture appears to be related to the membrane thickness. The transverse cracks are only visible in thick (>30 µm) membranes (Figure 6a). Finer, longitudinal cracks or slight delamination of the outer membrane occur also in thinner membranes (8–20 µm) (Figure 6b), while very thin membranes (~4 µm) (Figure 6c) do not show any fractures. For oxygen transport, we need the membrane layer to be dense and gas tight. Whether or not the membrane leaks (as observed by the ethanol leak test) after sintering
depends on a combination of its density and its thickness. Figure 7 shows that while 30 µm membranes can be leak-tight already at 86% density, membranes below 10 µm leak also when 95% dense.

Figure 6. Effect of thickness on crack formation in the tubular OTMs. (a) Transversal crack in thick membranes. (b) Longitudinal cracks and (c) thin membrane without cracks, but with severe loss of electronic conducting phase.

Figure 7. Leakage dependence on thickness and density of the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ asymmetric membranes, with a qualitative estimate of regimes where the membrane leaks or is leak tight.
3.3. Cr Evaporation during Co-Sintering

The sintered top surface of a membrane layer without additional outer porous layer was analyzed to understand the chemical distribution of elements within the membrane. The micrograph in Figure 8 shows the regular, expected distribution of what appears to be the LCCN and 10Sc1YSZ phases in the composite membrane surface. In addition, two regions with other phases were found. EDS analysis reveal that these phases are (i) Cr-rich regions (not present in the thinnest membranes of only 4 µm) and (ii) La-rich needle-shaped agglomerates. These results indicate that the LCCN phase is prone to decomposition and forms other La and Cr rich phases.

Figure 8. Micrograph of the top surface of a tubular OTM (without outer porous activation layer) showing decomposition of the LCCN phase into Cr and La rich regions.

Figure 9 shows the cross section of the OTM, including the porous activation layers, and a close-up EDS study of the region around a longitudinal crack. La is evenly distributed both above and below the crack. Cr on the other hand is mainly present in the region of the membrane closer to the inner porous activation layer and support, and almost completely depleted on the side of the crack facing the outer porous activation layer. The La:O ratio within the bright spots close to the outer part is 0.33, indicating the presence of La(OH)$_3$. In contrast, the bright spots on the inner side still have Cr remaining in the LCCN phase. The bright grains are also larger in the outer part (see circle in Figure 9) than the inner part, indicating that the nominal LCCN grains grow when the Cr has been depleted. Upon closer inspection, it was found that the outer 4–10 µm of the membrane with a 10Sc1YSZ outer activation layer are depleted of Cr, while thin membranes without an outer activation layer (Figure 6c) show a complete loss of Cr from the membrane layer.

In the next set of experiments, additional LCCN (40 vol %) was added to the outer porous activation layer. Here the intention was that evaporation from this layer can saturate the environment immediate to the membrane surface with chromium and lower the driving force for evaporation from the membrane layer. Nevertheless, outer porous activation layers with higher fraction of LCCN than 40 vol % could not be sintered. Figure 10 shows the cross-section micrograph and EDS signals of Zr, La, and Cr with this approach. The SEM image shows a bright layer at the membrane-outer porous layer interface. This layer was found by EDS to contain La with Zr instead of Cr, in a Zr:La ratio of 2.1:1.
and O:La of 7.6:1, indicating a LaZr2O7 secondary phase. Upon closer inspection, La,Zr secondary phases were observed also in membranes made without an outer porous activation layer or with the initial 10Sc1YSZ outer porous activation layer. Cr is present in the inner part of the membrane in Figure 10, associated with the bright phase in the SEM picture similar as seen in Figure 9. However, the stoichiometry does not add up to the LCCN phase, and the Cr:La is 0.55 rather than 0.85 as in the nominal LCCN phase. Also, Zr and Sc were found in the same spot, with a Zr:La of 20–60:1, indicating that most of the LCCN phase has decomposed and been replaced by a Sc,Y-doped ZrO2 phase. Due to low concentration of Ni and Cu in the sample, it is difficult to see their elemental distribution in the EDS maps, but results indicate an enrichment within the 10Sc1YSZ phase.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** SEM image (left) and EDS signals of La and Cr from a close-up of the tubular OTMs, showing evaporation of Cr and coarsening of the nominal LCCN grains (red circle) from the outer side from the crack (above the red line).

![Figure 10](image_url)

**Figure 10.** SEM image (left) and EDS signals from Cr, Zr, and La from the same area of a cross section of the tubular OTMs with outer porous activation layer containing 60/40 vol % LCCN/10Sc1YSZ. The yellow line is a guide for the eye.

4. Discussion

4.1. Ceramic Processing of 3YSZ Porous Support Tubes

Thermoplastic extrusion has proven to be a suitable technique for the fabrication of porous support tubes for oxygen transport membranes. With 3YSZ as membrane support material, both high gas permeability and high strength could be achieved. Since the temperature required to densify the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ membrane was higher than expected (>1400 °C), and the membrane supports are quite dense and more than strong enough at 1400 °C, higher amounts of pore formers than 61.5 and 64.3 vol % could be considered to retain high gas permeability too after sintering at >>1400 °C. The strength of our 3YSZ tubes (Table 2) is similar to previously reported planar 3YSZ porous supports (~150 MPa at 45% porosity and ~100 MPa at 55% porosity) [19], twice as strong as porous MgO tubes (82 MPa at 42% porosity) [33], and more than four times as strong as porous BSCF tubes (20–36 MPa at 41% porosity) [6]. The gas permeability of the 3YSZ tubes is at the same time improved by an order of magnitude compared to those of MgO (4.7 × 10⁻¹⁶ m²) at similar porosity (42%) [33]. We have thus been successful at preparing strong, porous 3YSZ tubes that can be used for OTM supports integrated in mechanically and chemically harsh environments, or be used in other applications.
4.2. Crack Formation during Co-Sintering of Tubular, Asymmetric Oxygen Transport Membranes

Fractures, like the transverse and longitudinal cracks in our membranes, originate from stress mismatches within the membrane. Such stresses can be introduced during sintering, cooling after sintering, or storage. In an asymmetric, co-sintered system we expect that the thickest layer, in our case the porous support, dictates the total shrinkage of the multi-layered system [34].

The transverse cracks (Figure 6a) indicate that the membrane and the adjacent layers (inner and outer porous activation layers) have been under tensile stress. The similar shape of either side of the cracks also points towards the membrane fracturing while in its elastic regime, i.e., during cooling from sintering and below creep temperatures. Tension in this regime can originate from a higher thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of the membrane compared to the support. TEC mismatches are known [35] to cause failures similar to those observed here, and would be our initial suggestion to explain the transverse cracks. Based on the average width and separation of the transverse cracks, the expansion, and hence also the TEC of the membrane, could be estimated to be 103% of the support. This TEC difference exceeds the acceptable TEC mismatch estimated (using equations from [32] and data for 8YSZ from [36]) for our >20 µm thick membranes. There are no previous reports on the TEC of the specific LCCN composition. The TEC of LaCrO$_3$ (4.6 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$ in the range 40–275 °C, 9.4 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$ in the range 290–1050 °C, and 9.8 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$ in the range 1100–1395 °C) [37,38] can be adjusted by doping to be similar to fluorite structured materials like zirconia [12]. Ni is expected to slightly decrease the TEC of LaCrO$_3$, and Cu is not expected to increase it as much as elements with spin transitions such as Co [39]. We are therefore assuming LCCN to have a TEC of $-9.5 \times 10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$. Comparing the estimated TEC of each layer in our tubular OTMs (Table 3), however, we cannot find any support for our hypothesis that TEC mismatches cause the transverse cracks, since the literature data clearly point towards the TEC of the membrane layer being smaller than that of the support.

Table 3. Thermal expansion coefficients of each layer of the asymmetric membrane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Expansion coeff. (10$^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>3YSZ</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation layers</td>
<td>10Sc1YSZ</td>
<td>$\leq$10.0</td>
<td>Based on reports on Sc$_2$O$_3$-ZrO$_2$-$Y_2$O$_3$ [40,41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite membrane</td>
<td>30 vol % LCCN, 70 vol % 10Sc1YSZ</td>
<td>~9.9</td>
<td>Volumetric average of 10Sc1YSZ and LCCN (9.5 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other possible causes of tension in the membrane and the transverse cracks are chemical reactions causing a volume reduction of the membrane, or a higher sintering rate of the membrane layer compared to the support. No secondary phases indicating chemical reactions were observed at the fracture surface of the transverse cracks. The most plausible cause of the transverse cracks is therefore sintering stresses. Relative differences in sintering onset temperature and sintering rates are known to strongly affect the mechanical stability of multilayered ceramics [6,42,43], and the thin layer that is in tension in the early stage of sintering is most susceptible to failure [44]. A higher sintering rate of the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ membrane compared to the 3YSZ support from $\sim$1200 °C is seen in the dilatometry studies on pellets (Figure 3). This places the membrane layer under tension, and the resulting stress-buildup is released by cracking, either immediately during sintering, during cooling, or possibly later when triggered by, e.g., thermal stress during infiltration.

Longitudinal cracks were also observed in many of the membranes and were spatially correlated with depletion of Cr (Figure 9). When sufficient amounts of Cr have evaporated from the outer part of the membrane, the LCCN perovskite will decompose and La-based secondary phases, e.g., La$_2$O$_3$, form. La$_2$O$_3$ is known to easily hydrate to La(OH)$_3$, accompanied by a large volume increase [45]. This local expansion might cause the longitudinal cracks in the zone between the Cr-depleted and
the nominal regions within the dense membrane. It is also not possible to exclude TEC mismatches as the cause of some of the transverse cracks seen after sintering at high temperature (Figure 5d). The adherence between the different layers is strong, since we do not see delamination between them [25].

The cracks, both transverse and longitudinal, are only observed in the thickest membranes and after a certain degree of densification. The lower stiffness of porous compared to dense layers can make porous layers more able to tolerate strain [18]. Furthermore, thinner membranes are in general expected to be more crack-resistant, since the total energy to be released is smaller than for thicker layers [32]. Still, reducing the thickness of the membrane (e.g., to below 8 µm) to avoid cracking is not a viable solution, since it jeopardizes the leak-tightness crucial for selective transport of oxygen by ionic diffusion through the OTMs and causes depletion of Cr throughout most of the membrane thickness. Completely establishing the origin of the different mechanical failures in our system would require its own designated study and is out of scope of this work.

4.3. Evaporation of Cr

The volatility of chromium in LaCrO$_3$ at high temperatures is a well-known challenge [12]. Since a high sintering temperature ($\geq 1425 \, ^\circ C$) was required to densify the composite membrane in our work, it is not surprising that we also encountered loss of Cr from the outer membrane part. Additionally, the LCCN in the inner part of the membrane, where the LCCN phase initially appeared intact as bright areas in the SEM images, are probably compromised, since these areas also contain Zr and less Cr than nominally, and since Ni and Cu are found outside of the nominal LCCN regions. Some of the Cr observed by EDS might also be from Cr redistributed by evaporation and condensation [12], similar to the Cr-rich agglomerates observed on the membrane surface in Figure 9. Upon evaporation of Cr (and possibly also Ni and Cu) from the B-site of the perovskite LCCN, it decomposes, and La reacts with Zr from 10Sc1YSZ instead. The LaZr$_2$O$_7$ phase observed in significant amounts at the interface between the membrane and outer porous layer is an insulating phase and is detrimental to the electrical conductivity of the OTM. Similar negative effects of such a La$_x$Zr$_y$ phase at interfaces were reported before in solid oxide fuel cells [46,47].

The evaporation in oxidizing atmospheres is assumed to occur according to Equation (1) [12]:

$$2\text{LaCrO}_3 (s) = \text{La}_2\text{O}_3 (s) + \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 (g)$$ (1)

Thus, the creation of a local atmosphere at the membrane surface saturated with Cr$_2$O$_3$ (g) will shift the reaction (1) towards the left and stabilize the solid perovskite. This approach is used in many systems with volatile components, by adding top plates, powder beds, and/or closed crucibles. These configurations are not feasible for large, tubular components, but we aimed to achieve a similar effect by adding LCCN to the outer porous activation layer, where the high surface area should promote evaporation of Cr from the porous layer rather than the membrane and thus saturate the atmosphere to limit further evaporation. This approach was, however, not sufficient to reduce the evaporation and avoid secondary phase formation.

We can also see that the Cr in LCCN hinders the sintering; the particles are larger when depleted of Cr. The sintering temperature is expected to increase with the vol % of LCCN in the membrane, and decreasing the LCCN content could therefore be a way of lowering the sintering temperature and thus the evaporation of Cr. However, the initial amount of LCCN in the composite membrane is already low (30 vol %), and by reducing it further we risk losing percolation of the electronic conductor. The same LCCN powder (<1 µm particle size) has been successfully prepared into a planar LCCN/10Sc1YSZ composite membrane, but with a two-step sintering where high densification could be reached without loss of Cr [13]. It is also possible that finer powder (<100 nm particle size) could improve the densification (in both planar and tubular systems). However, two-step sintering or small batch-synthesized nano powder are not compatible with our ambitions to develop a membrane...
suitable for production in sizes and volumes for process integration. For a LaCrO$_3$-based perovskite to be suitable as an electronic conductor, we would need to use other dopants than in the LCCN to allow sintering at lower temperatures, or combine it with an ionic conductor that sinters easier than 10Sc1YSZ.

5. Conclusions

3YSZ is a suitable support material for tubular oxygen transport membranes, whereas LaCr$_{0.85}$Cu$_{0.10}$Ni$_{0.05}$O$_{3-δ}$ (LCCN), as the electronic conductor in a composite membrane, is extremely difficult to densify defect free in a tubular multi-layer configuration. A thermoplastic feedstocks with 61.5 vol % graphite and PMMA as pore formers resulted in porous 3YSZ supports with both sufficient gas permeability ($\geq 10^{-14}$ m$^2$) and mechanical strength ($\geq 50$ MPa) for integration in gasification plants. The high sintering temperature ($\geq 1425$ °C) required to densify the LCCN/10Sc1YSZ composite membrane during co-sintering caused evaporation of Cr from the electronic conductor, formation of longitudinal cracks, and an insulating lanthanum zirconate-based secondary phase. A way of reducing the sintering temperature and thus the evaporation of Cr needs therefore to be identified before a LCCN/10Sc1YSZ-supported 3YSZ multilayer can be realized as a tubular, high performance, stable oxygen transport membrane.
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